
Half success on the second day of the 

Rooster LEC & Quantum Sails BYC Cup 
 

Neither the sailors nor the organizers had an easy job on the second day of the Rooster Laser 

Europe Cup & Quantum Sails BYC Cup. We have seen bright sunshine, hot weather but no 

September wind during this day either. 

 

The 420 and Optimist classes left the port at 8:45 a.m. The first successful start for the 420 was 

at 9:39 a.m. in a 6.5 knot wind that started to weaken and turn after the start. 

The race officer had to change the course of the race for the Optimist class to start after the 

420s took the first mark. The OP class was not too lucky with the wind either, the 6.5 knot 

starting wind dropped to 4.5 knots, so the course had to be modified and this way the little ones 

managed to finish the first race. 

 

As both classes finished the first race the wind has stopped completely on course A so a 

postponement on shore was decided. 

 

The situation wasn’t easier on the Laser course either. The start planned for 8:30 was started at 

9:05 in a 6-7 knots Eastern wind. The Standard class finished the first race without problems; 

the race for the Radial class had to be shortened after mark 2 because of the 50 degree wind 

turn and for the 4.7 class the race had to be abandoned as the wind had stopped completely. 

 

The Standard class was lucky to finish a second race in the continuously decreasing wind but 

for the Radial class the second race had to be abandoned and the 4.7 class could not have a race 

at all. 

 

As the wind stopped completely the race officer for course B decided to have a postponement 

on shore as well. The day was finished at 5 p.m. on shore similar to day 1.  

 

For Sunday a very early start is planned hoping to have a steady morning wind. 

 

Link for the results: 

 

Rooster LEC_results_day2 

Quantum Sails BYC Kupa eredmények 2.nap 

 

Photos under the BYC Home page Gallery and on the Facebook page. 

Photos: Aron Szanto & Leonard Szabo 
 

http://byc.hu/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/RoosterLECvegeredmeny2nap.pdf
http://byc.hu/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/BYC-Kupa-vegeredmeny-2nap.pdf

